**Fast Friends Greyhound Adoption**

**LEO**  
The best home for me, I would say needs to be quiet, and have very few people interacting with me daily, so that I can slowly get used to the new experiences around me. I am very quiet and have low activity levels.

**SPIDDLE**  
Spiddle is an older gentleman and a gregarious boy at almost 7 years old. He is a friendly, happy, sweet, playful, lazy, affectionate, and fabulous dog. When he is happy, he even gives you the infamous Greyhound smile!

**ALEX**  
Alex is almost 5 years old and is a perfect Greyhound for someone new to Greyhounds. He is very laid back, and such a well-behaved boy. He is more than content to sleep on his comfy bed.

**MAMIE**  
Matias is almost 2 years old and weighs 29 lbs. Perfect for anyone looking for a small hiking buddy. He loves to play with his toys and will keep himself entertained. He has been cat tested and passed with flying color!

**PETO**  
3 yr. old neutered Male Black and White DMH. Barn cat who does not want to be inside. Enjoys wandering in the tall grass. Balls and going for walks to sniff big rocks! I could probably be the only pet in the home with no other dogs.

**BOULDER**  
2 yr. old, NM, lab mix. Such a fun personality, playful and engaging. A true companion dog! Smart but can become excitable and reactive when seeing other dogs, will need adopters with previous dog experience.

**HALEY**  
9 month old male Guinea Pig. Gentle care boy that needs a calm and patient home. Would like a family that is willing to go slow and help him gain trust.

**SPOONER**  
2 yr. old, SF , pitbull terrier mix. Such a sweet, playful, lazy, affectionate, and fabulous dog. When he is happy, he even gives you the infamous Greyhound smile!

**TOY**  
9 month old male Guinea Pig. Gentle care boy that needs a calm and patient home. Would like a family that is willing to go slow and help him gain trust.

**PETE**  
3 yr. old neutered Male Black and White DMH. Barn cat who does not want to be inside. Enjoys wandering in the tall grass. The independent life is what he loves.

**ASHA**  
One of my hobbies is climbing big rocks! I could probably be an agility dog with the right training. I do prefer the low-key lifestyle overall, and don’t need a lot of exercise. I am quite shy meeting new people.

**TODD**  
11 yr. old Male Black and White DMH. Barn cat who does not want to be inside. Enjoys wandering in the tall grass. The independent life is what he loves.

**SPOONER**  
2 yr. old, SF , pitbull terrier mix. Such a sweet, playful, lazy, affectionate, and fabulous dog. When he is happy, he even gives you the infamous Greyhound smile!

**CHRISTY TURLINGTON**  
7 month old Black and White Spayed female. A shy lady that loves other friendly, calm cats. Would prefer a home that offers a mature audience, as chaos is overwhelming to her. Bonds closely to her people.

**POGO**  
1.5 yr. old, SF , lab/doberman mix. Sweet and affectionate personality. Smart cooker but still young and very excitable. Will need patient, experienced adopters that can work with her.

**SAMMY**  
12 yr. old Spayed female Brown Tabby. A little old lady looking for the perfect assisted living home. Graces calm afternoons and a warm, cozy couch to lounge on. Will sit for hours with anyone that is willing to give attention.

**SAMBAL**  
11 month old Black and White DMH. Barn cat who does not want to be inside. Enjoys wandering in the tall grass. The independent life is what he loves.

**SABRINA**  
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**BOUDICCA**  
2 yr. old, NM, lab mix. Such a fun personality, playful and engaging. A true companion dog! Smart but can become excitable and reactive when seeing other dogs, will need adopters with previous dog experience.

**MAMIE**  
Matias is almost 2 years old and weighs 29 lbs. Perfect for anyone looking for a small hiking buddy. He loves to play with his toys and will keep himself entertained. He has been cat tested and passed with flying color!

**PETE**  
3 yr. old neutered Male Black and White DMH. Barn cat who does not want to be inside. Enjoys wandering in the tall grass. The independent life is what he loves.

**ASHA**  
One of my hobbies is climbing big rocks! I could probably be an agility dog with the right training. I do prefer the low-key lifestyle overall, and don’t need a lot of exercise. I am quite shy meeting new people.

**TODD**  
11 yr. old Male Black and White DMH. Barn cat who does not want to be inside. Enjoys wandering in the tall grass. The independent life is what he loves.

**SPOONER**  
2 yr. old, SF , pitbull terrier mix. Such a sweet, playful, lazy, affectionate, and fabulous dog. When he is happy, he even gives you the infamous Greyhound smile!

**CHRISTY TURLINGTON**  
7 month old Black and White Spayed female. A shy lady that loves other friendly, calm cats. Would prefer a home that offers a mature audience, as chaos is overwhelming to her. Bonds closely to her people.

**POGO**  
1.5 yr. old, SF , lab/doberman mix. Sweet and affectionate personality. Smart cooker but still young and very excitable. Will need patient, experienced adopters that can work with her.

**SAMMY**  
12 yr. old Spayed female Brown Tabby. A little old lady looking for the perfect assisted living home. Graces calm afternoons and a warm, cozy couch to lounge on. Will sit for hours with anyone that is willing to give attention.

**SAMBAL**  
11 month old Black and White DMH. Barn cat who does not want to be inside. Enjoys wandering in the tall grass. The independent life is what he loves.